We give a simple proof of the identity
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this article is to give a direct proof of the following identity. This result was discovered using symbolic computation by Borwein and Garvan [4] , and it was used to produce a ninth order iteration that converges to 1/TT. The proof of Theorem 1.1 in [4] appeals to two entries in Ramanujan's Notebook [16, Chapter 20 Entry l(iv) and Chapter 21 Entry 7(i)]. The proofs of these entries in Berndt's excellent book [1] take several pages, and appeal to several earlier results in Ramanujan's Notebook.
Two proofs of Theorem 1.1 were given by Berndt, Chan, Liu and Yesilyurt [3] . The first is essentially the same as the one in [4] . The second proof in [3] In view of the importance of Theorem 1.1, it is desirable to have as direct a proof as possible. We give such a proof, which depends only on the well-known properties satisfied by the cubic theta functions a(q), b(q) and c(q) given in Lemma 2.1 below.
We conclude by showing that Theorem 1.1 leads to an evaluation of a definite integral. Three similar integrals were given by Fine [10, pp. 86-91]. 
Equation (2.2) was discovered and proved by Borwein and Borwein [5] . Additional proofs have since been given by Borwein, Borwein and Garvan [6] , Chapman [7] , Garvan [11], Hirschhorn, Garvan and Borwein [12] , Liu [14] and Sole [18] . Proofs of (2.3)-(2.6) at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S000497270003834X [3] A simple proof of an expansion 355 can be found in [6, 11, 12] . Equation (2.7) was known to Lorenz and Ramanujan; see [13] . A beautiful and elementary proof of (2 .8) , and so in this case the modular transformation implies 3\/3' Using this in (3.2) we complete the proof. D
